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One looks back with appreciation to the brilliant 

teachers, but with gratitude to those who touched our 

human feelings.  The curriculum is so much 

necessary raw material, but warmth is a vital element 

for growing plant and for the soul of the child. 

  Carl Jung 

 

Preamble 
 
Recently in the news there have been stories about the decline in bear 

populations on the coast and what that might mean to the health of the coastal 

rainforest.  It has been recently discovered that within the core of ancient tree 

species, one can find the isotopic signature of salmon.  This discovery speaks to 

the larger concern of sustainability and the interconnectedness of all things. What 

will the impact be of declining salmon populations on the health of members at 

the top of the food chain like the bears, cougars and humans and what are the 

implications for the health of the entire forest eco system when one key species 

is taken out or in decline.  Can we use this current issue in our environment as a 

metaphor for inclusion and the creation of a village of attachment in our 

secondary classrooms? 

 

Rationale 
 

One of the most important factors to consider when we think of the inclusive 

classroom is how to engage all of the learners from their culture of home into 

becoming part of the culture of the classroom.  Students of all ages need to feel 

not only like they belong but that they are an integral part, a necessary part of the 

larger whole.  We can do a lot to enhance the connectedness of our learners 

through careful structuring of our classroom environment.  We can allow students 

to represent their learning in a variety of ways and to work with others in 

cooperative groups. We can make sure to always use inclusive language and to 



allow all students the opportunity to be the mentor of others. We can support the 

idea of community through the use of specific strategies such as A/B partners, 

pair/share and first turn/last turn. 

 

How do we create a sense of belonging, a feeling of being known by the students 

as well as the teacher?   This project is intended to support the high school 

teacher in science, social studies and English with ideas for creating and 

fostering an inclusive classroom culture that celebrates all of the learners.  We 

will do this using the metaphor of the value of diversity in the environment for the 

importance of diversity in the classroom. 

 

What is Biodiversity and how does it relate to the classroom? 
 
Biodiversity in ecosystems refers to the variety, number and variability of living 

organisms in a specific area.   Usually the term is used to explain the richness of 

species in a particular bioregion.  Regions of high diversity are celebrated for 

their abundance in the number of different species they can support.  Similarly, 

an inclusive classroom is one with a rich diversity of difference in ability, 

personality, background, and learning style. As classroom teachers, we can 

choose to see a diverse classroom as a challenge to be overcome or a situation 

to be celebrated for the rich learning experiences that can only come from a 

diverse grouping. 

 

In major cities in Canada and even in smaller centers, our classrooms are 

becoming increasingly diverse.  Students from a variety of cultural backgrounds 

and with marked differences in learning styles and strengths are expected to find 

support and success in inclusive classrooms.  Some would prefer to go back to 

the good old days of homogenous student groupings that separated students by 

ability and/or “difference”.  Current theory and research suggests that 

homogeneous classroom groupings are actually detrimental to the learner no 

matter who they are.   



In British Columbia, the Science 10 curriculum looks at the different species that 

are found in biomes of the world and explores the importance of biodiversity as a 

measure of ecosystem health.  In our project we are using a rich ecosystem as a 

metaphor for a diverse classroom.  It is our belief that by exploring and 

celebrating the rich diversity of our students we will have a richer and more 

valuable classroom experience that includes all learners. 

 

In our Student Diversity handbook, the authors write, “We hope that by entering a 

conversation with us in our classrooms, you can join with us in constructing 

learning communities where all lives are enriched by learning and working 

together—where we discover, in the widest sense of the word, that together we 

are better(p. 5)”.  The authors identify the current research and learning theory 

that suggests that among other things, “students need to belong to a strong 

community in the classroom… to see themselves as able and capable 

learners”… and “learn best when the content is connected to the world and to 

their lives (p. 8)”.  This project and supporting research will connect the teacher 

with ideas and support to further these aims and to create and support a diverse 

classroom. 

 

What are the significant features of our bioregion? 
Students will work in pairs or small groups to research a species in the Coastal 

Douglas Fir Bioregion.  Within their research they will include all of the significant 

features that the species contributes to other species in the ecosystem and to the 

ecosystem as a larger unit.  Students are to concentrate on the 

interconnectedness of species within the ecosystem.  What would happen to 

other species if their species were to suddenly disappear? 

Students will draw or print or create a picture of their species. 

Students will put all of their species together to create a mural or large poster of 

the key indicator species in the Coastal Douglas Fir Bioregion.  The mural will 

display all of the ways the various species are interconnected.   

 



Who am I- Who are you? 
Students write briefly about who they are.  What are the strengths they bring to 

the classroom?  What are the gifts of their spirit?  What are some unique talents 

that they posses?  How do they like to express themselves? What kinds of music 

do they like, sports are they involved with? How do they support other learners in 

the class?  The possible prompt questions are vast.  Once they have a list 

generated, students choose the name of a fellow student from a hat and   write a 

list of things not already mentioned that  describe the gifts, talents and strengths 

the student brings to the classroom.  Students can then choose one more 

classmate to write about.  What would happen to the diversity of the class if one 

classmate were to suddenly disappear? 

 

How are we connected?  In our community. 
Have students write down some of the ways that we are connected in our 

community- work, school, shopping, health care providers, churches, clubs, 

volunteer organizations, etc.  Have students identify which of these things they 

(and/or their families) are involved with and identify all of the connections other 

than the obvious one of school that they link together.  Add these 

interconnections in paint, ink, string to the existing mural. 

 

How are we connected?  In the wider world. 
Have students work in pairs and small groups to investigate one other bioregion 

of the world and identify the similarities and connections that exist in that 

bioregion with their bioregion of home.  What might happen if species in that 

bioregion were to disappear?  Can they make a connection to how that could 

impact their own bioregion? 

 

An Aboriginal View of Science. (taken from Shared Learnings.  See 

bibliography). 

The Circle (energy cannot be created or destroyed but can be changed).  Each 

student creates her or his own circle of life (the four elements).  Have them draw 



a large circle on a blank sheet of paper, and divide the circle into fours.  The first 

quadrant will represent air, the second water, the third fire, the fourth earth.  

Students write, draw, or use symbols to communicate how each element is part 

of all creation.  How are we connected to the circle? 

 

Mural 
Divide the class into four groups.  Each group makes a mural showing one 

element and its use and importance.  Bring the groups together to create one 

mural that demonstrates the elements are connected to everything on the earth. 

 

A Gift 

Each person has power (a gift) to help care for the earth, water, air and the 

energy.  What can we do in the classroom?  School?  Home community?  Each 

group will make a list of things they can do as a group, as an individual. 

For extra sample lessons see Shared Learnings at  

http://www.bced.gov.bc.ca/abed/shared.pdf  

 

I love Pizza! 
Students explore the origin of food by looking at where there favorite foods come 

from.  This can be an opportunity to look at the difference between indigenous 

plants and introduced species.  Where are my favourite fruits indigenous to and 

where were they introduced? Who introduced them and why and when were they 

introduced? 

What about the meat we eat?  Where did our farm animals originally come from 

and how did they get here? 

 

Architectural design 

Many of our building designs and decorative elements and style of architecture 

were brought by immigrants from other parts of the world.  Take a walk in an 

older neighbourhood or access the local archives to view a variety of 



architectural styles.  Where did they come from and what does it mean that they 

are now part of our heritage as well? 

 

Other applications 

The connections we have made to the Science and Social studies classroom are 

obvious but there are many other options for incorporating the idea of biodiversity 

and interconnectedness in other disciplines as well. 

 

English  
Students can build on the Who am I?  Who are you? exercises and write 

biographical poems and autobiographical poems from the lists they create that 

outline the gifts and talents each student brings to the class. 

 

Conclusion 
Students of all ability need to feel not only like they belong but that they are an 

integral part of their classroom as well as their school and larger community.  

One of the ways we can do this is to use metaphors for the natural environment 

and the interconnectedness of all things for a healthy planet.  We need diversity 

in order to survive on this planet.  We need to have diversity in the classroom in 

order to appropriately model, teach and support learners in a way that makes 

them truly feel like they are a necessary part of the larger whole.  We can do this 

through the use of metaphor and an exploration of current issues in 

environmental science. 

 

Final note from Pamela, Karla and Natalie, 

We were really pleased to see how excited our classmates were to see our final 

project.  Although we are all adults, it was still really important for each of us to 

see how our classmates viewed us.  What did others value us for?  It was 

interesting to hear how some of our colleagues thought that their classmates saw 

things in them that they had never seen or valued things in them that they 

thought were negatives.  We saw that our project had exactly the impact on the 



class that we had hoped it would- it made each of us feel like we were an 

invaluable and integral piece of the larger puzzle.  We are truly grateful for the 

opportunity to learn with these amazing people.  We also want to acknowledge 

the artistic talents of an average guy- who created the caricatures of each of our 

colleagues in the final product.  Thanks Kim.  And thank you to not only each of 

our classmates but also to each of our professors at VIU who allowed each of our 

true selves to emerge over these past months.  We are truly grateful. 
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